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Abstract

A recent topic of research in natural language
generation has been the development of auto-
matic response generation modules that can
automatically respond to a user’s utterance in
an empathetic manner. Previous research has
tackled this task using neural generative meth-
ods by augmenting emotion classes with the in-
put sequences. However, the outputs by these
models may be inconsistent. We employ multi-
task learning to predict the emotion label and
to generate a viable response for a given ut-
terance using a common encoder with multi-
ple decoders. Our proposed encoder-decoder
model consists of a self-attention based en-
coder and a decoder with dot product attention
mechanism to generate response with a speci-
fied emotion. We use the focal loss to handle
imbalanced data distribution, and utilize the
consistency loss to allow coherent decoding by
the decoders. Human evaluation reveals that
our model produces more emotionally perti-
nent responses. In addition, our model outper-
forms multiple strong baselines on automatic
evaluation measures such as F1 and BLEU
scores, thus resulting in more fluent and ade-
quate responses.

1 Introduction

One of the key skills for dialogue agents in a dialog
system is to acknowledge the feelings of the user
and respond accordingly. It is quite instinctive for
humans to identify and understand other people’s
emotions but is quite hard for Artificial Intelligence
(AI) systems due to the lack of representative pub-
licly available data sets for training and evaluating
an intelligent and robust dialog management sys-
tem. Table 1 shows an example of emotion labelled
conversation from the dataset. The example shows
how two different emotionally inclined responses
can lead a conversation in two different directions.
An engaging conversation usually involves empa-

Agent 1 Do you like wearing hats? It has so
many functions.

Curious

Agent 2 I don’t like them on myself but I know a
lot of people that can pull them off.

Neutral

Agent 1 Yes me as well. In the military hats
denote a nationality, branch of service,
rank or regiment.

Curious

Agent 2 Yes. I love hats! I have a wide variety of
hats and wear them for different reasons.

Happy

Agent 1 Yes. . . Even I like it too !! Specially I am
on vacation, roaming around I do carry
2–3 hats. And I wear it according to my
dressing style.

Happy

Table 1: A snippet of two different emotionally in-
clined conversations with a common query.

thetic responses by conversing partners which can
have varied emotion labels.

It is important to capture user’s affective infor-
mation by any dialog agent to build an intelligent
and socially engaging open-domain chatbot. For
learning new tasks, we often apply the knowledge
we have acquired by learning similar tasks. For
instance, in Table 2 the context history has sev-
eral utterances with Happy, Fearful, Disgusted and
Curious to dive deeper emotion and the target re-
sponses are labelled with Fearful and Happy emo-
tion. Context emotion can play an important role
in transferring the target style while predicting the
responses. The words terrified, scary, afraid and
like can help in generating responses with the given
target emotion label respectively. An auxiliary task
of emotion classification can help in improving the
main task of text generation.

In prior research, neural network based models
handled the emotion controlled generation by ei-
ther appending the target emotion label (Zhou et al.,
2018; Zhou and Wang, 2017; Wang and Wan, 2018;
Hu et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2018; Logeswaran
et al., 2018; Song et al., 2019) or by using emotion
embeddings (Asghar et al., 2018) in addition to



Agent 1 Are you afraid of snakes? Curious
Agent 2 Hi, I am a little! but I was surprised

there are none in New Zealand!
Happy

Agent 1 Sounds like a perfect place for me lol,
I’m terrified of them

Fearful

Agent 2 Wow! I can understand , I am more
terrified of crocodiles but it seems they
are closer to birds than to snakes!

Fearful

Agent 1 Some snakes can even fly to catch their
prey so thats scary

Curious

Agent 2 Wow, I would like to see that! And did
you know its head is designed to swallow
prays larger than them

Happy

Agent 1 Yeah I did know that, thats actually a bit
disgusting, watching them eat prey

Disgusted

Agent 2 It looks like monkeys are terrified of
snakes too!

Happy

Agent 1 They are? monkey are smart, they
should stay as far as they can of snakes,
dangerous animals

Fearful

Agent 2 Maybe you are terrified of snakes! But
do you like dancing?

Happy

Table 2: Example conversations from the topical chat
dataset showing different context emotion labels.

the input sentence representation. Although label
information is effective, still it seems to be under-
utilized for effective response generation. Wang
and Wan (2018) showed sentiment transfer using
discriminator networks.

We hypothesize that emotional construct in a
conversation can be formed by focusing on specific
words in a dialog. To acknowledge the presence
of annotated emotion labels in a multi-turn conver-
sation, we perform emotion analysis of user utter-
ances as an auxiliary task for open-domain dialogue
generation. Our objective is to generate responses
according to the target emotion style. Specifically,
if we want to choose words that can provide infor-
mation about the emotion of a sentence, we exploit
an emotion classification model to govern the se-
lection strategy. We train a self-attention (Vaswani
et al., 2017) based encoder to compute the context
features in a dialog. Words with higher attention
weights are selected to be in the set of selections
while decoding the response.

In this work, we propose to apply multi-task
learning to leverage emotion information for open-
domain response generation. Multi-task learning
allows the encoder to learn common and promi-
nent features in the input sequence. Our emotion-
incorporated weights achieve a good balance be-
tween language fluency and emotion quality in
model responses. We utilize focal loss (Lin et al.,

2017) for emotion classification to address the im-
balanced structure of the emotion distribution in
the dataset. Furthermore, to attain better attention
scores, we compute consistency loss in order to pre-
serve the attention performance of individual tasks.
Our empirical study does not show performance
degradation in language fluency while classifying
emotion-rich sequences.

We evaluate our proposed model on the Topical
Chat dataset (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019). We
design human evaluation to score the following
three metrics, viz. fluency, adequacy and emotional
accuracy of the generated response. The human
evaluation results indicate that our model improves
not only the fluency and adequacy scores but also
the emotional accuracy scores. In addition, we
conduct automatic evaluation on the topical chat
dataset. The automatic evaluation results show that
our method improves significantly on the F1 and
BLEU metrics.

The key contributions and/or attributes of our
current work are summarized as follows:

1. We propose an effective deep multi-task
framework that performs emotion classifica-
tion and response generation.

2. To handle the imbalanced data distribution,
we use Focal Loss (Lin et al., 2017) instead of
regular cross entropy loss for emotion classifi-
cation of utterances.

3. To maintain uniformity between the attention
weights of different tasks, we utilise consis-
tency loss (Nishino et al., 2019) in addition to
the original task-specific losses.

2 Related Work

Early representative works were mostly based on
the manually hand-crafted rules (Skowron, 2010;
Polzin and Waibel, 2000), for generating responses
with a specific emotion. Although rule-based ap-
proaches show high accuracy they often fail to
handle complex emotions, especially for large cor-
pora. In (Prendinger and Ishizuka, 2005), compu-
tational experiments established that empathetic
agents ensure good communication. Ochs et al.
(2008) designed an empathetic virtual agent that
can express emotions based on cognitive appraisal
theories which require an extensive hand-crafted
rule base.

In recent years, there is an emerging research
trend in an end-to-end neural network based gener-
ative conversational systems (Vinyals and Le, 2015;



Shang et al., 2015). To improve the content quality
of neural conversational models, many techniques
have been proposed, such as improving response di-
versity using Conditional Variational Autoencoders
(CVAE) (Zhao et al., 2017) and encoding com-
monsense knowledge using external facts corpus
(Ghazvininejad et al., 2018).

By expressing emotions, people show their mu-
tual respect, empathy and understanding to each
other, and thus improve the relationship between
them. Emotional chatting machine (ECM) (Zhou
et al., 2018) extended the basic encoder-decoder
architecture using three mechanisms, viz. emotion
category embedding, internal emotion memory, and
external memory in order to generate sequence with
a particular emotion label. Affect transfer in text
using Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) (Ghosh
et al., 2017) and text generation using emojis as
the target labels (Zhou and Wang, 2017) was pro-
posed for controlled generation of text. The re-
search reported in (Niu and Bansal, 2018; Golchha
et al., 2019) introduced state-of-the-art techniques
for stylistic transfer of user behaviour, such as cour-
teousness (e.g. polite, rude or neutral). Li et al.
(2019) proposed an empathetic dialogue system
(EmpGAN) based on adversarial learning com-
prising of a multi-resolution empathetic generator
along with two interactive discriminators.

Song et al. (2019) presented an attention frame-
work based on emotion-lexicons. Colombo et al.
(2019) generated affect driven dialogues using emo-
tion embeddings and affective sampling methods.
Various techniques that can capture user’s emo-
tional state empathetic response generation were
developed in (Asghar et al., 2018; Lubis et al.,
2018) . An affective attention based model coupled
with weighted cross-entropy loss was proposed by
Zhong et al. (2019) for affective dialogue genera-
tion. Lin et al. (2020) built an empathetic chatbot
which fine-tunes a Generative Pre-trained Trans-
former (GPT) with multiple objectives: response
language modeling, response prediction, and dia-
logue emotion detection.

Multi-task learning, with deep neural net-
works which learn from different related-tasks has
achieved remarkable success in improving the per-
formance of many natural language processing
(NLP) tasks (Luong et al., 2015a; Hashimoto et al.,
2016; Liu et al., 2019). A multi-task learning frame-
work usually consists of an encoder which is shared
across multiple tasks to learn a common set of

shared features. Moreover, the encoder learns to fo-
cus more on important and desirable features, and
ignores redundant and noisy features (Ruder, 2017).
Rashkin et al. (2018) proposed a new dataset with
∼ 25k conversations empathetic dialogue genera-
tion. The conversations in the dataset are prepared
for a given emotion label. As opposed to this, our
model handles dataset which has different emo-
tion labels for every utterance in a dialog. As per
our knowledge there is no existing work that has
proposed the multi-task learning architecture for
heterogeneous emotions in a conversation.

In our current work, we propose a multi-task
framework with a shared multi-head self-attention
based hierarchical encoder for response genera-
tion and emotion classification. We also utilize
focal loss for emotion classification. Additionally,
we incorporate a consistency based loss to enable
persistent output generation for our multi-task ar-
chitecture. The experiments are performed on the
knowledge and emotion grounded Topical Chat
dataset (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019) containing
a significant amount of human-human conversa-
tions in open-domain setting. Our approach tends
to produce adequate responses.

3 Methodology

3.1 Problem Statement
In this work, we aim to produce emotion con-
trolled responses for multi-turn conversations us-
ing relevant context knowledge and emotion la-
bels. Let U = u(1), ..., u(k), ..., u(K) denote the
set of K utterances of our multi-turn conversa-
tion. We represent I words of the k-th utter-
ance as u(k) = w

(k)
1 , ..., w

(k)
i , ..., w

(k)
I . Each ut-

terance u(k) is tagged with an emotion label e(k)

i.e E = e(1), ..., e(k), ..., e(K). Hence, our task is
to generate a response y = y1, y2, ..., ym with m
words given the set of previous k context utterances
and emotion labels.

3.2 Encoder-Decoder Model
3.2.1 Encoder
The encoder is used to transform the input utter-
ance into a hidden representation q(k). The em-
bedding, e, of the current word, e(w(k)

i )) and the
positional embedding PE(i) is fed as input to the en-
coder. The combined embedding representation is
subsequently passed into the Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) model (Cho et al., 2014) which encodes the
input utterance and yields relevant features. We
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Figure 1: Proposed model architecture

apply self-attention (Vaswani et al., 2017) on the
input features. Here, ‘n’ is the number of layers.

Ip(k)u = [w1, ..., wI ] (1)

w
(k)
i = e(w

(k)
i ) + PE(i) (2)

h
(k)
e,t = GRU e(w

(k)
t , h

(k)
e,t−1) (3)

(D(k))n = MultiHead(h(k), h(k), h(k)) (4)

(E(k))n = FFN((D(k))n) (5)

q(k) = (E(k))n (6)

3.2.2 Context-level Encoder:

We use a GRU network to address the previous
context of utterances in a multi-turn conversation.
The initial state of the decoder GRU is initialised
with the final hidden state of the context GRU.

h(k)c = GRU c(q
(k), h(k−1)

c ) (7)

3.2.3 Decoder:

Intuitively, this layer takes what we have decoded
so far, h(k)d,t−1, and all of what we have encoded,

q(k), to produce a vector, a(k)t , that represents atten-
tion weights which signifies most important words
in the source sentence in order to correctly decode,
ŷt+1. We then calculate the energy, e(k)e,ij , between
them by concatenating them together and passing
them through a linear layer (attn) and a tanh activa-
tion function. The desired conditioning on previous
utterances (context history) is obtained by initializ-
ing the hidden state of the GRU decoder with the
final hidden state from the context GRU, h(k)c i.e
h
(k)
d,0 = h

(k)
c .

h
(k)
d,t = GRUd(e(y

(k)
t ), w

(k)
t , h

(k)
d,t−1) (8)

e
(k)
e,ij = vT tanh(attn(h(k)d,t−1), q

(k)
j )) (9)

a
(k)
t = softmax(e(k)e,ij) (10)

g
(k)
t = a

(k)
t q

(k)
j (11)

P (ŷt+1/y<t) = softmax(e(y
(k)
t ), g

(k)
t , h

(k)
d,t )

(12)

3.3 Multitasking Dialog Generation and
Emotion Recognition

We perform multi-tasking using a shared encoder
layer for encoding input sequences and two decoder
layers for utterance prediction and classification.
Figure 1 gives an overview of our proposed model.

Shared encoder: We use the encoder from Sec-
tion 3.2.1 which converts the input sequence into
hidden vectors (q(k)) which is used across multiple
tasks.

Classifier: The classifier transforms the shared
representation from the encoder into the emotion
class probability p(k)c .

p(k)c = softmax(Wq(k) + b) (13)

Decoder: We employ a GRU based decoder
which takes the hidden representation from the
shared encoder and generates a response y =
y1, y2, ..., ym comprising of m words.

3.4 Focal Loss
Focal Loss (Lin et al., 2017) is employed to ad-
dress imbalance between the emotion classes dur-
ing training. We use focal loss as a replacement



of cross entropy loss for emotion recognition. It is
defined in Eq 14, where γ is a focusing parameter.

L1 = −(1− p(k)c )γlog(p(k)c ) (14)

3.5 Consistency Loss
We use the ”consistency loss” (Nishino et al., 2019)
to reduce the difference between the attention
weights from different tasks. Attention agreement
favours emotional words while decoding the re-
sponses. The consistency loss between two differ-
ent tasks is defined as follows:

Lcl =

I∑
i=1

|max
j
e
(k)
p,ij −max

j
e
(k)
q,ij |+ (15)

where e(k)p,ij is the attention weight for every k-th
utterance for the p-th task. To compare the two
attention weights, a ramp function |x|+ is used.

3.6 Training: Dialog generation
We denote the negative log-likelihood loss for dia-
log generation using L2.

L2 = −
m∑
t=1

logP (ŷt+1/y<t) (16)

The overall loss function for our proposed model
is calculated as the total sum of losses from the two
tasks and the consistency loss:

Lall = L1 + L2 + Lcl (17)

where L1 and L2 signify the loss of the emo-
tion classification and dialog generation task. Lcl
indicates the consistency loss.

4 Datasets and Experiments

4.1 Dataset
We perform our experiments on the knowledge and
emotion grounded Topical Chat dataset (Gopalakr-
ishnan et al., 2019) with ∼11K dialogues. It is a
multi-turn conversational dataset in which every
utterance is annotated with an emotion label. There
are a total of eight emotions (angry, disgusted, fear-
ful, sad, happy, surprised, curious to dive deeper,
and neutral) in the dataset. The data is split into 5
distinct groups: Train, Valid Frequent, Valid Rare,
Test Frequent, and Test Rare. The frequent set con-
tains conversations on entities frequently seen in
the training set. The rare set contains conversa-
tions on entities infrequently seen in the training
set. Table 3 provides the details of the dataset.

#Conversation #Utterances
Train 8628 188378
Valid Frequent 539 11681
Valid Rare 539 11692
Test Frequent 539 11760
Test Rare 539 11770

Table 3: Dataset details

Emotion Classes Original Count
Curious to dive deeper 101162

Surprised 38254
Disgusted 1848

Sad 3070
Neutral 51796
Happy 36845
Angry 1133
Fearful 1174

Table 4: Distribution of emotion classes in topical chat
dataset

4.2 Baselines

In order to prove the usefulness of our model, we
compare it with the following baselines:

1. HRED: This baseline is defined based on the
hierarchical encoder-decoder model by Ser-
ban et al. (2015, 2016). In this, the encoder
RNN encodes the words of the utterances, and
the context RNN encodes the dialog history.

2. HRED-A: We apply word-level attention (Lu-
ong et al., 2015b) to the encoder of the HRED
model to capture important words of the input
sequence.

3. HRED-SA: Another extension to the gener-
ative hierarchical Seq2Seq model with self-
attention mechanism on the encoder which
takes the dialog conversations as input.

4. EmoHRED-A-FL-CL: We extend the
HRED-A model to EmoHRED-A-FL-CL,
a deep multi-task learning framework that
jointly performs the task of both response
generation and emotion analysis. We add
focal loss and consistency loss to the existing
task specific losses.

To prove the effectiveness of our consistency
loss in EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL, we conduct abla-
tion study by removing the consistency loss from
the EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL model. We name the
model as EmoHRED-SA-FL. We also show the
strength of the focal loss by eliminating FL from
EmoHRED-SA-FL model. The resulting model is
named as EmoHRED-SA.



Models PPL
(Freq/Rare)

BLEU%
(Freq/Rare)

F1%
(Freq/Rare)

Div.(n=1)
(Freq/Rare)

Div.(n=2)
(Freq/Rare)

Fluency
(Freq/Rare)

Adequacy
(Freq/Rare)

EA
(Freq/Rare)

HRED 45.61 / 70.30 2.4 / 1.9 0.14 / 0.10 0.88 / 0.87 0.89 / 0.88 1.65 / 1.60 0.85 / 0.70 0.50 / 0.45
HRED-A 41.42 / 71.31 2.3 / 1.8 0.15 / 0.11 0.91 / 0.90 0.90 / 0.90 1.70 / 1.65 0.90 / 0.84 0.52 / 0.54

HRED-SA 36.63 / 54.87 2.1 / 1.8 0.21 / 0.15 0.83 / 0.82 0.84 / 0.84 1.70 / 1.65 0.98 / 0.88 0.60 / 0.55
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL 36.08 / 51.06 2.1 / 1.7 0.23 / 0.12 0.87 / 0.87 0.87 / 0.88 1.85 / 1.80 1.45 / 1.35 0.74 / 0.64
EmoHRED-SA-FL-

CL 35.45 / 50.45 2.6 / 2.1 0.23 / 0.19 0.88 / 0.87 0.89 / 0.88 1.95 / 1.90 1.50 / 1.45 0.80 / 0.60

EmoHRED-SA-FL 36.34 / 54.82 2.3 / 1.9 0.25 / 0.13 0.86 / 0.82 0.86 / 0.84 1.80 / 1.80 1.01 / 0.95 0.64 / 0.65
EmoHRED-SA 36.04 / 52.98 2.3 / 1.8 0.24 / 0.13 0.88 / 0.83 0.83 / 0.84 1.83 / 1.81 0.93 / 0.81 0.53 / 0.51

Table 5: Evaluation results using automatic and human evaluation metrics for baseline, ablation, and our proposed
model. Bold face indicates leading results for each metric.

4.3 Experimental Setup:
For the HRED model, we use a single layer bi-
directional GRU (Cho et al., 2014). We extend
the HRED model to HRED-A using the global at-
tention mechanism (Luong et al., 2015b) at the en-
coder. For our proposed self-attention-based model,
the number of encoder and decoder layers is set to
2 and the number of attention heads is 8 with the
filter size equal to 2048. Word embedding dimen-
sion is chosen as 300, hidden dimension is set to
300. For the generator, we use the ADAM opti-
mizer whose learning rate is fixed to 0.0001. While
decoding the responses we use beam search with
beam size set to 4.

4.4 Evaluation Metrics
Automatic Evaluation: We utilise the most
well-known metrics for evaluating a sequence such
as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), F1, perplexity
(PPL) (Vinyals and Le, 2015) and n-gram diversity
(Div.) (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019).

1. Perplexity: We define perplexity in Equation
18. It is a measurement of how well a model
can predict human responses. We report per-
plexity values on our frequent and rare test.
N is the total number of samples in the test
set and Nw is the total number of tokens in
the entire test set.

PPL = exp{− 1

N

Nw∑
i=1

log(P (y|U))} (18)

2. BLEU: To evaluate the predicted responses
we compute BLEU score, a word-based met-
ric which performs n-gram matching with the
ground truth responses.

3. F1: We compute unigram F1-score1 between
the model prediction and the ground truth re-
sponses.

1https://github.com/facebookresearch/ParlAI/blob/master/
parlai/core/metrics.py

4. N-gram diversity: We evaluate the informa-
tiveness and diversity of sentences using N-
gram diversity. It is defined in Eq 19. M is the
total number of samples in the test set. The
result is shown under the column - Div. (n=1)
and Div. (n=2) in Table 5 on the frequent and
rare test set.

Div =
1

M

[
# unique n-grams

# words in predicted response

]
(19)

Human Evaluation: To measure the quality of
the generated text from a human perspective, we
randomly sample 100 conversations from each
model and with the help of two experts with post-
graduate exposure we evaluated the predicted re-
sponses using the following metrics:

(i) Fluency: It is used to measure the grammat-
ical correctness. (ii) Adequacy: It is used to mea-
sure contextual relevancy of the predicted response.
(iii) Emotional Accuracy (EA): It checks how ac-
curately one can infer the target emotion in the
predicted response.

We assign a scores in {0,1,2} (representing
“wrong”, “acceptable” and “perfect”) for indicating
the level of fluency and adequacy of responses. We
measure the emotional accuracy on a scale of 0-1
with ’0’ indicating the incorrect emotion and ’1’
the correct emotion. We compute the Fleiss’ kappa
(Fleiss, 1971) score, to measure the inter-annotator
agreement. We obtain a kappa score of 0.90, 0.75,
0.76 for fluency, adequacy, and emotional content
respectively denoting “good agreement”.

5 Results and Analysis

We present the results for all our experiments in this
section. Detailed results using both the automatic
and human evaluation methods are shown in Table
5.



5.1 Automatic evaluation results

In Table 5, we observe that the proposed model has
high uni-gram and bi-gram diversities, demonstrat-
ing that the models learn to decode fluent and infor-
mative responses with great diversity. We observe
relatively fewer repeated segments in the responses
generated by our proposed model owing to a good
Div.(n=1) and Div.(n=2) score. We observe signif-
icant improvement in BLEU and F1-scores when
compared with the baseline models which support
our multi-task learning architecture. Our proposed
model seems to utilize the multi-task learning phe-
nomenon and effectively utilize emotion labels as-
sociated with each utterances.

We also perform an ablation study for better un-
derstanding the contributions of the attributes of
our model. As shown in Table 5, after we remove
the consistency loss, both the emotion accuracy and
perplexity performance become obviously worse,
indicating that to generate persistent outputs, con-
sistency between attention weights is critical for
emotion understanding and model generation qual-
ity. We also test the importance of focal loss using
the EmoHRED-SA model. As shown in Table 5,
after we eliminate the focal loss, there is significant
drop in EA and F1 which justifies our use of focal
loss. We perform statistical significance test be-
tween our proposed and the baselines models using
t-test at 5% (0.05) significance level, and showed
that the improvement in our model is statistically
significant.

5.2 Human evaluation results

Table 5 illustrates that our proposed model outper-
forms the other baseline models in terms of fluency,
adequacy and emotion quality. Owing to a good
fluency score of our proposed model, we observed
fewer copying of sentences from the input utter-
ance in the predicted response. The increment in
the adequacy scores w.r.t baseline models verifies
that the response generated by the proposed model
comes out as more relevant. The emotional content
score determines that the generated responses are
more in line with the emotional sensitivity of the
sentences.

In Table 6, we present few examples of the re-
sponses generated by one of the baseline model
(HRED) and our proposed model given the desired
emotion. As shown in the table, the responses
predicted by the EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL model has
mostly predicted adequate and emotionally rele-

vant responses as compared to the baseline HRED
model. For the fourth utterance, even though the
HRED model gives an emotionally relevant reply
but it seems highly inadequate with respect to the
context where as the EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL model
responds with an emotionally as well as contextu-
ally relevant reply. Detailed examples with outputs
from all of our baseline and proposed model with
the required emotion label can be found in the ap-
pendix.

5.3 Error Analysis:

In this section, we report the most commonly occur-
ring errors that our proposed and baseline models
encounter.

1. Common phrases: Some common phrases are
repeated in the generated response. For instance

‘i don’t think i’ve ever heard about it though’, ‘i
don’t know much about it so i don’t know much
about it either.’ and ‘i ’m not sure either. i’ve never
been there’. Due to data scarcity and less diversity
in the data, the models may only have learned to
predict the most frequent utterances. Since the dia-
logues are inherently ambiguous, predicting them
accurately would require more data.

2. Repetition: The proposed model (EmoHRED-
SA-FL-CL), in a few cases, go on repeating the
information present in the predicted response. Pre-
dicted Response: that’s terrible. i’ll have to check
that out. i’ll have to check it out!. This lowers the
count of unique uni-gram words in the generated
response i.e the F1-score.

3. Emotional inconsistencies: In some cases,
the proposed model (EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL) is un-
able to produce responses of particular emotion la-
bels due to less occurrence of instances from those
classes (angry, sad, fearful and disgusted). The
less frequent emotions classes like anger, sad, fear-
ful and disgusted get confused with the recurring
classes like curious to dive deeper and surprised.
Also, instances from ‘Happy’ and ‘Surprised’ emo-
tion classes gets mixed up with each other. For
example, in Table 6, the target response for Ut-
terance 5 should have the emotion ‘Happy’ but it
gets confused with the emotion ‘Surprised’ and
generates an irrelevant response. Table 4 shows
the distribution of emotion classes present in the
dataset. More detailed examples can be found in
the appendix.



Utterance 1 do you enjoy sports? Neutral
EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL i do! it’s very interesting. i used to play video games when i was a kid i don’t have any time. Happy

HRED i do. do you ? Curious
Utterance 2 i enjoy the getting together with friends part of it but i could take or leave the actual sports

events except when i am watching my children play. how about you what’s your favorite
sport?

Happy

EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL i do too. Neutral
HRED i enjoy watching football games as well. Happy

Utterance 3 i would say football Neutral
EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL nice! speaking of football, did you know women were not allowed to play at the same time ? Curious

HRED i don’t really like football, but i don’t think i’ve ever heard of it, what about you? Curious
Utterance 4 that is the favorite sport in my household as well! tom brady is quite the dedicated player

both on and off the field, don’t you think?
Curious

EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL i don’t know much about him. Neutral
HRED i do not have a favorite team but i don’t really follow it. Neutral

Utterance 5 yes, he is arguably the greatest steal in nfl history Neutral
EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL i can’t believe he has never eaten a strawberry ha ha. have you ever heard of him ? Surprised

HRED i think it’s cool that the nfl has no written rule against female players. i don’t know how that’s
possible.

Surprised

Table 6: Generated examples are from a continuous conversation from the frequent test set. EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL
and HRED predict responses using the previous set of utterances and emotion labels.

5.4 Comparisons to the state-of-the-art

The original paper (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019)
proposed a transformer-based model, and observed
a F1-score on frequent and rare test set of 0.16 /
0.16 and a Div.(n=1) and Div.(n=2) of 0.85 / 0.84
and 0.86 / 0.86, respectively. Following the diver-
sity scores, we notice a significant improvement
with Div.(n=1) and Div.(n=2) of 0.88 / 0.87 and
0.89 / 0.88, respectively, for our proposed model.
Similarly, using CAiRE (Lin et al., 2020) we ob-
tained a F1-score on frequent and rare test set
of 0.13 / 0.13 and a Div.(n=1) and Div.(n=2) of
0.87 / 0.83 and 0.86 / 0.85, respectively. How-
ever, it is to be noted that like us, (Gopalakrishnan
et al., 2019) and (Lin et al., 2020) did not focus
on taking into consideration the context utterance
and instead simply concatenated the context utter-
ances and passed them as a single sequence into
the transformer model. We also observe a signifi-
cant improvement in the F1-score for our proposed
model. We achieve a score of 0.23 / 0.19 for our
task of emotion-controlled dialog generation. We
adopt ECM (Zhou et al., 2018) for comparision,
a Seq2Seq model that first proposed to generate
emotional response using emotion category embed-
dings, internal and external memory mechanisms.
We concatenate the dialog history into a long se-
quence and feed as input to the model. We com-
pute automatic evaluation metric - F1-score of 0.14
/ 0.13 and BLEU score of 1.9 / 1.6. Our model
clearly outperforms the baselines with a huge mar-
gin.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a new deep learning
framework for modeling emotion-grounded con-
versations using emotion labels as the guiding at-
tributes. Building an emotion-aware conversational
agent is crucial in enhancing user interactions with
long, engaging conversations.

Extensive experiments show that the predicted
responses expressed high levels of emotional accu-
racy and content adequacy. We have also provided
details of different kinds of errors found in section
5.3. In general, we show how a related task of
emotion recognition along with appropriate loss
functions can ensure emotional relevancy of the
generated response and improves user engagement.

In the future, we intend to use pre-trained lan-
guage models for the task of dialog generation us-
ing emotion labels. We also aim to extend our
model to handle knowledge-grounded conversa-
tions.
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A Samples Generated by the Proposed
Model

A.1 Predicted responses when we have
different emotion labels for every
utterance.

A.1.1 When the emotions occur frequently
We observe that the predicted responses as shown
in Table 7 tend to follow the target emotions accu-
rately, however they sometimes may lack adequacy.

A.1.2 When the emotions occur rarely
We observe that the predicted responses as shown
in Table 8 fails to generate adequate as well as
emotionally relevant responses.

A.2 Predicted responses when we have the
same emotion label for every utterance.

We observe that the predicted responses as shown
in Table 9 are very close to the ground truth re-
sponse and are also emotionally accurate.



Utterance 1 do you enjoy sports? Neutral
EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL i do! it’s very interesting. i used to play video games when i was a kid i don’t have any time. Happy
HRED i do. do you? Curious
HRED-A yes, i do. do you? Curious
HRED-SA i do. do you? Curious
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL i do enjoy football, but i don’t really follow it. Curious
EmoHRED-SA-FL i do. do you? Curious
Utterance 2 i enjoy the getting together with friends part of it but i could take or leave the actual sports events

except when i am watching my children play . how about you what’s your favorite sport?
Happy

EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL i do too. Neutral
HRED i enjoy watching football games as well. Happy
HRED-A i tend to enjoy college football teams. Happy
HRED-SA i am a big fan. i don’t really know much about football Neutral
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL i am not a big football fan but i would love to watch it. Happy
EmoHRED-SA-FL i’m a big football fan, do you? Curious
Utterance 3 i would say football Neutral
EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL nice! speaking of football, did you know women were not allowed to play at the same time? Curious
HRED i don’t really like football, but i don’t think i’ve ever heard of it, what about you? Curious
HRED-A football is a good sport. i’m a huge fan of football. i was surprised to learn that the nfl uses tracking

chips in the players shoulder pads.
Surprised

HRED-SA i’m not a fan but i don’t really know much about football. i don’t think i’ve ever heard of it. Neutral
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL i like the nfl. i don’t think i would ever play soccer because i don’t think i’ve ever seen it though. Neutral
EmoHRED-SA-FL i don’t think i’ve ever seen it but i don’t think i’ve ever seen it but i don’t think i’ve ever seen it but i

don’t think i’ve ever seen it . did you know there is only 11 minutes of live gameplay?
Curious

Utterance 4 that is the favorite sport in my household as well ! tom brady is quite the dedicated player both on
and off the field, don’t you think?

Curious

EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL i don’t know much about him. Neutral
HRED i do not have a favorite team but i don’t really follow it Neutral
HRED-A he is a good player. i think he is a good player but his sister was always better than him Neutral
HRED-SA i don’t really know much about him Neutral
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL i am not sure if i am a football fan. i would like to be able to retire throwing kicks. Happy
EmoHRED-SA-FL well i am not sure who he is. he is one of my favorite shows Neutral
Utterance 5 yes, he is arguably the greatest steal in nfl history Neutral
EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL i can’t believe he has never eaten a strawberry. have you ever heard of him ? Surprised
HRED i think it’s cool that the nfl has no written rule against female players. i don’t know how that’s

possible.
Surprised

HRED-A that’s so cool! i’m going to have to look it up. i can’t believe that tom brady has never eaten a
strawberry in his entire life!

Surprised

HRED-SA i didn’t know that. i don’t think i’ve ever heard of reggie miller. i don’t think i’ve ever heard of him? Neutral
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL i wonder if he has ever eaten a strawberry? i wonder if he was born in kenya? Curious
EmoHRED-SA-FL i think he is a great player, i think he is a great player, i think he is a great player Neutral

Table 7: Generated examples are from a continuous conversation from the frequent test set. Each model predicts
responses using the previous set of utterances and emotion labels.



Utterance 1 hi, how are you? Happy
EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL hello there, i am well thank you. do you watch youtube? Curious
HRED i’m doing well, how about you? Curious
HRED-A i am good thank you. do you like basketball? Curious
HRED-SA i’m great! how are you? Curious
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL i ’m doing well thank you. do you like to travel? Curious
EmoHRED-SA-FL i’m good. do you like to travel? Curious
Utterance 2 hi i m doing great how about you? Curious
EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL i am well, thanks. do you listen to country music ? Curious
HRED i’m great! do you like dogs ? Curious
HRED-A i am well thank you. have a great day! Neutral
HRED-SA i am well thank you. do you have a dog? Curious
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL i’m good do you have a favorite team? Curious
EmoHRED-SA-FL i’m good . do you like dogs ? Curious
Utterance 3 i’m good, thanks for asking. do you like football ? Curious
EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL i do, what about you? do you have a favorite football team? do you have a favorite football team? do

you have a favorite nfl team?
Curious

HRED i do like football, do you? Curious
HRED-A i sure do. do you have a favorite team? Curious
HRED-SA i am not a huge fan of football. do you? Curious.
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL i do, i don’t follow it much. do you? Curious
EmoHRED-SA-FL i do. do you? Curious
Utterance 4 i like watching it sometimes, i guess it depends on who is playing lol how about u? Curious
EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL it’s interesting that it has been around since 1989. Curious
HRED i don’t watch football. i don’t know much about football. Neutral
HRED-A yep, it is a very good game. do you have a favorite nfl team? Curious
HRED-SA i do too. did you know there is only 11 minutes of live gameplay? Curious
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL i am not a huge football fan but i don’t think i’ve watched it a lot. Neutral
EmoHRED-SA-FL i do. i’m not a huge fan. do you? Curious
Utterance 5 me too, the games can get kind of long to watch. the last super bowl i watched was over three hours

long.
Disgusted

EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL yea it’s a classic game but i didn’t think it started i see, i don’t have a favorite team, i don’t have a
favorite team. i don’t have a favorite team.

Neutral

HRED that’s cool i didn’t know it was that long ago! Surprised
HRED-A wow that’s really cool. i’m a steelers fan. i don’t really have the time though. Neutral
HRED-SA i agree with you there, i didn’t know there is a variation of soccer where 3 teams face each other at

the same time.
Curious

EmoHRED-A-FL-CL oh i see, i don’t know much about football though, do you watch tv? Curious
EmoHRED-SA-FL i see, i don’t have a favorite team, i don’t have a favorite team. i don’t have a favorite team. Neutral

Utterance 6 that’s so weird, especially since its only 11 min of game play Curious
EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL i agree with you. i know that soccer makes more money than football, basketball, baseball, golf,

tennis and soccer.
Curious

HRED yeah, i was not aware of that. i didn’t know there is only 11 minutes of actual live gameplay! Surprised
HRED-A yes, i agree. did you know espn won an emmy for the superimposed yellow first down line? Neutral
HRED-SA i agree with you on that one. i don’t think i’ve ever heard of it. i don’t think i’ve ever heard of it. Neutral
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL i know . i don’t know much about it though . Neutral
EmoHRED-SA-FL yes, i agree. i wonder if there is a variation of soccer where 3 teams face each other at the same time? Curious
Utterance 7 i know, it makes me mad, sometimes to think about that. a lot of wasted time standing around. lol Angry
EmoHRED-SA-FL-CL for sure, do you have a favorite album? Curious
HRED yeah for sure. do you know who alex smith is? Curious
HRED-A that was back in 1916 when georgia tech beat cumberland 222 0! Neutral
HRED-SA i agree with you there, do you ever watch the world cup?. Curious
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL for sure lol i agree with you there. did you know 86 of nevada is owned by the government? Curious
EmoHRED-SA-FL i know right, i don’t know much about football, i don’t know much about it Neutral

Table 8: Generated examples are from a continuous conversation from the frequent test set. Each model predicts
responses using the previous set of utterances and emotion labels.



Utterance 1 do you watch football? Curious
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL i sure do. u of iowa painted the visitor locker room pink? Curious
HRED i do. do you have a favorite team? Curious
HRED-A i do watch it from time to time. what about you? Curious
HRED-SA i sure do. do you? Curious
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL i do, i am a patriots fan, what about you? Curious
EmoHRED-SA-FL i do. do you? Curious
Utterance 2 i sure do. do you know the u of iowa painted the visitor locker room pink? Curious
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL i wonder if that is supposed to play? Curious
HRED yes i have heard of it. do you know who invented the sport? Curious
HRED-A hmm i have no idea. do you know why? Curious
HRED-SA yes i wonder why that is? Curious
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL i have no idea but i wonder if it was supposed to do it? Curious
EmoHRED-SA-FL yeah that is pretty cool, i wonder why that is Curious
Utterance 3 i wonder if that is supposed to have some effect on the opposing team Curious
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL i wonder too. did you know bowlers made more than football players in the 60s? Curious
HRED yeah i wonder too. did you know espn won an emmy? Curious
HRED-A good point. did you know women can play too? Curious
HRED-SA i think so too. do you know why the managers wear uniforms? Curious
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL i am not sure either. do you know much about bowlers? Curious
EmoHRED-SA-FL i do not know. do you know who invented the sport? Curious
Utterance 4 i wonder too . did you know bowlers made more than football players in the 60s? Curious
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL yes i did hear about that. do you know who alex smith is? Curious
HRED i guess that was back in 1916 when georgia tech beat cumberland 222 0 Neutral
HRED-A i did not know that it was the highest grossing basketball movie of all time Surprised
HRED-SA i did not know that. do you know who invented the game? Curious
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL i am not sure but i guess it makes more sense then Surprised
EmoHRED-SA-FL wow that is a lot. did you know espn won an emmy? Curious
Utterance 5 yes i guess football was not as popular back in the day as it is now. Curious

EmoHRED-A-FL-CL true. do you know who benjarvus green ellis is? Curious
HRED yeah me too. did you know espn won an emmy? Curious
HRED-A yeah true. did you know espn won an emmy once? Curious
HRED-SA yeah i agree. do you know who invented the game? Curious
EmoHRED-A-FL-CL yes i guess it makes sense since it makes more money than football players Neutral
EmoHRED-SA-FL true. do you know who invented the sport? Curious

Table 9: Generated examples are from a continuous conversation from the frequent test set. Each model predicts
responses using the previous set of utterances and emotion labels.


